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Pre-primary 

Yellow colour day celebration 

Yellow is the colour of optimism, glory, sunshine, and happiness. It stands for freshness, positivity, intellect and 

joy. The motive of celebrating yellow day was to make the students aware of the colour yellow, its significance 

and to develop the fine motor skills in the students and also to help the little ones enhance their creativity and 

imagination too. 
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Grade I 

The first day of school, began with lot of enthusiasm among our students. It gave them a chance to share how 

they are feeling to come back to the school and what hobbies they have started during their vacation period not 

only just using art but also or students used Artificial Intelligence tools to express their ideas and share their 1st 

day experience at school.  
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EVS- ID Card Making Activity: 

On June 25th 2021, the students of grade 1 made an ID card activity. Kids enjoyed making an id card using their 

passport size photo, pasting it in a colorful paper writing the details of them as well as their parent’s and the 

school details as to where they are studying. The outcome of the activity is to given an input to the students 

regarding the benefits of an ID Card and how it helps us in many ways.  This activity created an awareness among 

the students to know their parents phone number and their address.  
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Hindi 

Story Time: Color name and Number story in Hindi 

The students actively participated in the coloring and numbering activity in Hindi. Through this activity student 

learns the number in Hindi and also various colours in Hindi. The language skills of the students are exhibited 

through this activity. 
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Grade II 

                                                                     

EVS: My Body recap activity( Padlet, Live worksheets) 

In the month of June, students had an interactive session  regarding My Body. Students were very much 

excited to write their views using different tools like Padlet and Mentimeter, live worksheets. 

Padlet is an application to create an online bulletin board that you can use to display information for any 

topic. There are seven different layouts to choose from that allow users the ability to present information in 

various ways, create maps, and make timelines. Easily create an account and build a new board. 

Live Worksheets are interactive worksheets that save paper, ink, and time, and are fun to complete. 

Teachers create an account and go to the website to upload a worksheet pdf, then drag text entry boxes on top 

of the worksheet. 

  Students actively participated in the activity. They enjoyed a lot and  they also learnt how to enter the 

words from the keyboard and how to insert the images by using image search and how to view their friends 

answers and how to rank their friends answers by using the padlet.. 
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Math 

 Addition recap activity(Padlet,mentimeter) 

In the month of June, students had an interactive session  regarding “Additions” .Students were very 

much excited to solve additions using different tools like Padlet and Mentimeter. 

    Over the past two decades, modern technologies have transformed many aspects of our life, including 

how we communicate, how we spend our free time, and especially how we work. Our workplace demands have 

changed as a result of this “technological revolution,” so have conceptions of the skills and knowledge children 

will need to become successful adults and the relevant educational experiences they should encounter while 

attending school. As a result, technology, specifically in the form of computers and the Internet, has become a 

major focus of education policy and reform in recent years. National, state, and local initiatives have provided 

schools with computer hardware and software, allowed schools and classrooms to connect to the Internet, and 

supported technology-focused professional opportunities for teachers.                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Show and tell: Color name in Hindi  

The students actively participated in the show and tell activity in Hindi. The communication and language skills 

of the students are exhibited through this activity. This activity enabled the students to break the fear of 

language and created self confidence among them.
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GRADE- III 

Science 

Food we eat recap (Padlet, mentimeter) 

In the month of June students had an interactive session regarding Food we eat lesson and Students were 

very much excited to express their views by using different tools like Padlet and Mentimeter. 

Padlet is an application to create an online bulletin board that you can use to display information for any 

topic. There are seven different layouts to choose from that allow users the ability to present information in 

various ways, create maps, and make timelines. Easily create an account and build a new board. 

         Mentimeter is an easy-to-use presentation software used by more than 25 million people. 

With Mentimeter you can create fun and interactive presentations. We help you make your events, 

presentations, lectures, and workshops innovative and memorable. 

 

   Kids were very actively participated during this activity. They enjoyed a lot. And they learnt how to enter the 

words from the keyboard and how to insert the images by using image search and they also learnt how to select 

the image and how to view their friends answers and how to rank their friends answers by using the padlet. And 

they enjoyed mentimeter also. 
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Social Science:   

 Social Science is a subject in which students learn about social responsibilities, relations, our country, natural 

phenomena’s  and world around us. Students learn lot of things during discussion of different ideas based on 

the lesson. Different teaching methods bring out different learning objectives from students. So we are trying 

different tools that bring change in regular classroom atmosphere and also results in active participation of 

students. After holidays we had an interactive session using Mentimeter tool, which will allow them to convey 

their opinions without any hesitation as it will not specify the name of the child. In June month while discussing 

the chapter Our Neighbourhood, the teacher used Padlet tool and made students not only learn Social but also 

technology which is need of the hour. The teachers asked them in which apartment / which locality they stay in. 

They came up with their answers. This activity helped the students to know about their neighbourhood.  

   

Padlet tool: Write name of your apartment. 
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  Mathematics: 

List of activities done by Grade 3 students: 

1. Using Mentimeter tool, they revised the topic of even and odd numbers. 

2. Using Padlet tool, they solved a story sum on addition 

3. Using Jam board tool, they learnt the concept of addition. 

                                 When the teacher first introduced the various tools to them, they were very excited. 

They even explored the tools on their own. They came up with new ways of attaching pictures on the 

answers they have written. The students during the whole activity session were very enthusiastic and 

proactive. These activities helped students to understand a particular concept in a different and interesting 

way. Below are a few attached pictures of the activities they did. 
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Hindi: 

Class: 3 and 4 ----Students learnt Hindi varnmala. They understood that what is the                                

difference between Hindi “SWAR AND VAYNJAN”. So, an activity was organized in the class related to this 

topic. A “स्वर ट्र ी “was given to the students to make it on an A4 size sheet. 

The activity was “make a swar tree and color it”. They made a tree and wrote all the swars on it. They colored it 

and decorated it beautifully. After completed this They shared it in the class.Here are some pictures of that 

activity. 

Objective---To develop the vocabulary, thinking, brain storming skills and to improve language skills. 
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Grade IV 

Social Science: 

ACTIVITY- Naming different states and places and collecting pictures using Padlet tool 

Students of Grade-IV proactively participated in exploring about various states and capitals of India. 

They learnt how to use Padlet tool and utilised the classroom virtual environment to display them  

pictures of different places and states. They could recapitulate and know the capital cities of all states of India. 

This aroused their curiosity and interest among them and their peers to explore and learn new elements of 

national interest and know the capitals of Indian states. Students explored different tools that can be used in 

Padlet which is a free online tool that is best described as an online notice board. They creatively explored and 

posted pictures, notes on a common page. The notes posted by the teacher and students contained pictures, 

links, videos, images about different states of India. This also helped them to share their digital notice board 

with each other and they were able to feature their creativity all collated on a "wall" in a form of creative and 

colourful display. 
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Science: 

ACTIVITY-Germination of seeds (LIVE RESULTS), Padlet and mentimeter Tools activity. 

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:  

A seed contain a baby plant inside it. Once the seed gets right amount of air,warmth and water , it starts growing 

into a new a plant.The process by which a seed grows into a new plant is called GERMINATION. 

STEPS TO DO ACTIVITY- 

1.Soak any grains or pulses like chana dal, green gram ,Methi seeds etc. in water for 6-12 hours. 

2. Take them out from water and transfer them into a cloth to drain water. 

3. The soaked seeds have to be sow in plastic glass filled with mud. 

4. Sprinkle the water for two to three days. You will observe a small baby plant comes out of that sown seed. 

VALUES- 

Students have understood the process of getting plants and food which comes from them. 

Students enjoyed the activity as this activity made them more eager as well as observer.  

Here are some pictures of students who did this activity- 
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Used padlet and mentimeter tools on Parts of a flower and favourite fruit to make children more 

enthusiastic and communicative through their answers. 
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Grade V 

Science: 

ACTIVITY-Mentimetre activity about temperature zones and places students would like to explore. 

Students of Grade-V proactively participated in the activity about temperature zones. They learnt about various 

places which are located in different temperature zones and they shared and talked about different places around 

the world and the climatic conditions. They learnt to use the Mentimetre tool and shared their thoughts. 

Mentimeter activity tool helped them to create fun and interactive presentations. They could also make their 

expression and communication through this technological tool and made their classroom virtual environment 

innovative and memorable. They also explored about different explorers around the world and collected 

information about different places and climatic conditions and presented their writing activity.

 

 

.  
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 English: 

 “The secret of getting ahead is getting started.” 

To some, learning English appears to be complicated. In the academic contexts, students still get difficulties in 

learning English. Learning strategies that are less fun or arguably boring do not improve students' English skills; 

instead will only make students feel bored and lazy to learn. The most important thing is that students enjoy every 

learning process as something fun. It can help the students feel comfortable during the learning process. Fun 

learning activities will have an impact on improving students' English abilities naturally. It helps students to reduce 

pressure during learning. Hence, we at AVN VIDA believe in the same.  

Students’  of grade V creative writing skills are enhanced. The tools like word cloud, padlet has developed interest in 

their learning process. 

 

Mathematics: 

List of activities done by Grade-V students: 

1. Using Padlet tool, they revised the topic of building greatest and smallest digit numbers. 

2. Using Padlet tool, they revised the topic of Addition. 

3. Using Padlet tool, they revised the topic of Predecessor and successor. 

                                       During the whole activity session, the students were very enthusiastic and 

proactive. They showed a lot of interest in solving these problems through various tools. These kinds 

of online activities help students to get a better exposure of various online tools and how to use them 

in answering various subject questions. Students even explored the tools on their own. They came up 

with new ways of attaching pictures on the answers they have written. 
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Hindi: 

Class: 5(3L) ---- Students learned Hindi varnmala and matra of “आ”. They understood how to write aa ki matra 

and where to use it. So, an activity was organized in the class, related to this topic. The name of the activity was 

“आ की मात्रा के कोई भी १० शब्द लिखकर उनका लित्र बनाओ और रंग भरो. 

Students colored it and decorated it beautifully.  

Objective---To develop the vocabulary, thinking, brain storming skills and to improve language skills.
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Science: 

First Aid box- LEARNING BY DOING 

First aid is the first and immediate assistance given to any person suffering from either a minor or serious illness 

or injury, with care provided to preserve life, prevent the condition from worsening, or to promote recovery. 

Students of grade 5 enthusiastically made first aid box ideally included so many items , 

• plasters in a variety of different sizes and shapes 

• small, medium and large sterile gauze dressing 

• crêpe rolled bandages 

• safety pins 

• disposable sterile gloves 

• tweezers 

• scissors 

• alcohol-free cleansing wipes 

• sticky tape 

• thermometer 

• antiseptic cream 

• painkillers such as paracetamol. 

• Dettol, Vicks VapoRub 

This activity helps them to boost up their understanding of concept and awareness of importance of first 

aid in practical life. 
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Hindi: 

Students  of Grade 5 were assigned to write a paragraph on plantation . They presented the assigned work in a 

creative and organized manner and we also had an interactive session related to the topic.  The students were 

excited to share the important information that was collected by them. 

 

Objective---To develop the vocabulary, thinking, brain storming skills and to improve language skills. 

 

    

 

 

Grade VI 

Social Science: 

ACTIVITY-Poster presentation on topic Unity in diversity in India. 

Students of Grade-VI proactively participated in the poster presentation activity about the topic Unity in 

diversity in India. They created beautiful posters and handmade paintings and drawings, sketches and 

showcased and displayed their posters in Google jam board tool. They understood the concept of Unity in 

diversity” which refers to the state of togetherness or oneness in-spite of presence of immense diversity. They 

shared their thoughts and ideas behind making their creative poster presentations and the concept where even 

though students are from different backgrounds with individual or social differences in physical attributes, skin 

color, castes, creed, cultural and religious practices, etc they all are united and learn together in the virtual 

online environment and they respect each other feelings and understand the value behind being united.  They 

understood the significance of being in harmony or one in spirit. Working together in a group that celebrates 

diversity is an invaluable experience for the students. Being culturally aware, enabled them to see that people 

have different backgrounds, personal beliefs and values and recognizing this is not only an important part of 

cultural appreciation but of identifying the unique attributes of individuals around them that help us to shape our 

community. Recognizing and appreciating each other’s differences not only created an environment that is 
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inclusive to everyone, but it also was a platform for student as groups to think creatively discuss and generate 

ideas for impactful collaborative learning in the virtual classroom environment. 
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Mathematics: 

Activity: Sieve of Eratosthenes: 

In mathematics, the sieve of Eratosthenes is an ancient algorithm for finding all prime numbers up to any given 

limit. It does so by iteratively marking as composite the multiples of each prime, starting with the first prime 

number. 
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Hindi: 

Class: 6(3L) -------- Students learnt Hindi varnmala and matra of “आ, इ, ई”. They understood  how to write 

“आ, इ, ई” की मात्रा   and where to use it. So, an activity was organized in the class, related to this topic. The 

name of the activity was “आ, इ, ई की मात्रा” के कोई भी ५ शब्द लिखकर उनका लित्र बनाकर रंग भरो.They wrote all 

the words related to these maatras, colored and decorated it beautifully in an A4 sheet. 

Objective---To develop the vocabulary, thinking, brain storming skills and to improve language skills. 
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Grade VII 

Hindi (3L)  

Students of grade VII were assigned to write a paragraph and speak on the topic My best friend. They presented 

the assigned work in a creative and organized manner and we also had an interactive session related to the topic 

due to which their vocabulary, speech and fluency in hindi was practiced  

Objective---To develop the vocabulary, thinking, brain storming skills and to improve language skills. 

 

Science: 

Model of lungs with balloons 

Experiential  learning -Worth learning 

In this activity students made model of lungs with balloons and plastic bottle which helps them to understand 

the working mechanism of lungs and movement diaphragm which help them to understand the passage of air in 

body. Students explore the inhalation/exhalation process that occurs in the lungs during respiration Using 

everyday materials 

Learning outcomes 

• Be able to name the structures involved in ventilation (breathing) 

• Be able to describe the volume and pressure changes in inhalation and exhalation
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Hindi(3L): 

 Students learnt to read and write simple Hindi sentences with matra of “आ, इ, ई उ, ऊ”. They understood thow 

to write “आ, इ, ई” की मात्रा  and where to use it. So, an activity was organized in the class, related to this topic. 

The name of the activity was “अपने पसंदीदा त्यौहार के बारे में कुछ पंक्यिया लिखो और उस त्यौहार का लित्र बनाकर 

रंग भरो” This activity was given to the students to make it on an A4 size sheet. They wrote about their favourite 

festival, made picture, colored and decorated it beautifully. 

Objective---To develop the vocabulary, thinking, brain storming skills and to improve language skills. 

 

 

 
 

   

 
 

   

Hindi (3L) 

Students were assigned to write a paragraph and speak on the topic Time management. They presented the 

assigned work in a creative and organized manner and we also had an interactive session related to the topic due 

to which their vocabulary, speech and fluency in hindi improves.  

Objective---To develop the vocabulary, thinking, brain storming skills and to improve language skills. 
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GRADE-VIII 

Science: 

ACTIVITY-  Padlet activity on CELLS. 

Used a PADLET tool to make children more engaged and more responsive with their answers. 

They have shared their views on this topic in the class. 

By these type activities , a teacher can understand the children’s thinking and level of understanding on a 

particular topics and create more successful environment in the class with new concepts. 
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Hindi (3L)                                           

Students learnt  to read and write simple Hindi sentences with matra of “आ, इ, ई, उ, ऊ”. They understood thow 

to write “आ, इ, ई उ, ऊ” की मात्रा   and where to use it. So, an activity was organized in the class, related to this 

topic. The name of the activity was “संज्ञा से संबंलित के कोई भी १० शब्द लिखकर उनका लित्र बनाकर रंग भरो.” This 

activity was given to the students to make it on an A4 size sheet. They wrote 10 words of sangya, made 

beautiful pictures, colored and decorated it beautifully.  

Objective---To develop the vocabulary, thinking, brain storming skills and to improve language skills. 

 

  
 

Hindi (2L):                                   

Students  of class 8th  were assigned to write a paragraph and speak on the topic online teaching  . They 

presented the assigned work in a creative and organized manner and we also had an interactive session related 

to the topic due to which their vocabulary, speech and fluency in hindi got very much better .   Here are some 

pictures of that activity. 

Objective---To develop the vocabulary, thinking, brain storming skills and to improve language skills. 
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Grade IX 

 

Social 

 

Activity: PPT on Himalayas 

 

The students actively participated in presenting their   PPT about the importance of Himalayas. They made 

beautiful PPTs and presented in class. They shared their thoughts and ideas. It was very creative and have good 

content and visual impact 
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Hindi:                                             

Students  were assigned to write a paragraph and speak on the topic Time management  . They presented the 

assigned work in a creative and organized manner and we also had an interactive session related to the topic due 

to which their vocabulary, speech and fluency in hindi improves.   

Objective---To develop the vocabulary, thinking, brain storming skills and to improve language skills. 

         

 

Grade: X 

 

Social: 

Activity-PPT on Industrial Pollution 

 

Students actively conducted research on causes of industrial pollution and how can we control it.They prepared 

a PPT with good visual impact. They presented their PPT .All the students actively participated in the 

presentation and shared their views, ideas and thoughts on the particular topic 
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Science: 

ACTIVITY-Showing live experiment of Acid and metal carbonate by using Egg shell and Harpic liquid. 

Aim: To promote their practical skills in learning 

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:  

Acids react with metal carbonates and gives out salt, water and CO2. 

In this activity we can observe the bubbles formed on the surface of the egg shell which indicates CO2 

formation. 

This activity was shown in the class and asked the students to do the same home byusing egg shell and Harpic 

liquid. 

Here is a pic of the activity in the class, by which the students have shown their practical interests towards 

science. 

 

 

Hindi: 

 Students were assigned to write a paragraph and speak on the topic Time management  . They presented the 

assigned work in a creative and organized manner and we also had an interactive session related to the topic due 

to which their vocabulary, speech and fluency in hindi improved .  

Objective---To develop the vocabulary, thinking, brain storming skills and to improve language skills. 
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Computer: 

Objective of i-Teach: 

The main intention is to develop the communication skills along with the relevant content. 

Topic:  Ch-2: Internet Services 

• E-Groups 

• Social Networking 

• Ethics in social networking 

• Mobile technology 

Learning Outcome: 

The students of this age group should be aware of the pros and cons of some internet services such as E-Groups, 

social networking, etc. The same should not be limited to the book but to  implement what they learnt in their 

real life too. 

 

World Environment Day: 

World Environment Day was celebrated in AVN Vida International School on 5th June 2021. The main purpose 

of the celebration was to spread awareness among the students about the needs to protect the environment and 

the ways to do it in a productive manner. 

Poster Making competition was held with the theme ‘Ecosystem Restoration’ for grade III-X. Students actively 

participated in the competition and shared their presentation that created an awareness among the students about 

our environment and its safety. 
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Fit India Quiz: 

The National Program "Khelo India" has been launched by the Ministry of Sports, Government of India from 

December 2017 to virtually celebrate 'Fit India School Week - 2021'.  

As part of this movement the Sports Authority of India and the Fit India Mission has decided to launch Fit India 

Quiz for schools in the month of June 2021. The quiz competitions will be conducted as 4 levels- School round, 

preliminary round,  state round and national round. The school round was conducted on Monday, 21st June 

2021. The quiz was conducted in google forms. Students actively participated in the quiz. Grade VIII students 

Aishya, Arleen, Sweth and Yeshneswar were selected for the preliminary round from the school level. 

 
Young Warrior Movement: 

The Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) aims to train 5 million young people to combat Covid-19, 

as a part of their 'Young Warrior' campaign. The board urged school leaders to encourage any student/ tecaher 

between in the age group 10 and 30 years of to join this movement, and safeguard themselves, their families, 

their communities, and the country.  

 

According to CBSE, the young warriors will be assigned a series of tasks from vaccine  registration, access to 

health and essential services, Covid appropriate behaviours, myth-busting. “YoungWarrior is a nationwide 

movement to engage five million young people to lead action against COVID-19 and impact 50 million 

people,” read a CBSE statement issued on May 21.  
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The movement is a joint initiative of the CBSE, Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports, Ministry of Health and 

Family Welfare, YuWaah-UNICEF and a multi-stakeholder consortium of over 950 partners.  Moreover, the 

participants will also be eligible for a UNICEF Certificate on the completion of tasks. 

 

Students and Teachers of AVN Vida International School Participated in the movement and certified as young 

warriors.  

 

 

                                                        
 

 

International Yoga Day: 

 

AVN Vida International School celebrated International Yoga Day on Monday, 21st June 2021. On account of it 

Yoga quiz and Workshop was conducted for the students of Grade I-X. Our physical education mentor Mr. 

Vijay shared few words about the significance of doing Yoga and how its stabilizes our mind and body. 

Our students along with the mentor performed asanas and warm up exercises as a part of the great event. 

Students energetically participated in the event and experienced the fitness in the mantra of healthy life. 
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June Month Competitions: 

The month of June unfurled the joy of learning among the students. The school was witnessed to the myriads of 

activities as a good start up for the academic year 2021-22. The various competitions that are conducted during 

the month of June are colouring, creative writing and poster making. The student rocked the competition and 

show cased their uniqueness and creativity.  
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AVN Vida International School greets all the students for their enthusiastic participation. The winners will be 

declared shorty and will be awarded the certificates. 

 

 


